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Representations of Kac-Moody algebras have been the focus of attention 
for mathematicians and physicists for a wide range of applications. WC 
hope to offer some insight into the highest weight representations of afline 
Lie algebras by studying associated geometric structures, the inner ideal 
geometries. 
John Faulkner first studied inner ideal geometries in [2] where hc 
showed that the geometric structure underlying a finite dimensional highest 
weight module of a split semisimple Lie algebra was the same as that 
identified by Jacques Tits [6] as being determined by the so-called 
R-diagram of the representation. (An R-diagram is a Dynkin diagram with 
a distinguished set of vertices. In this case, the distinguished set is deter- 
mined by the highest weight of the module.) We obtain a similar result 
hem, showing that the inner ideal geometry of a faithful irreducible highest 
weight module over an alline Lie algebra is determined by the algebra, the 
highest weight of the representation, and a group of automorphisms on the 
module. 
Our approach to this problem is a generalized version of the one used 
by Faulkner in [2]. The first step toward identifying the geometry of inner 
ideals in a module .I is to define a triple product on .A. WC do this in a 
natural way by means of a standard invariant form which is always defined 
on an affrne Lie algebra (5. An inner ideal is then a subspace of .,H, 9, 
which is closed under “inner” multiplication: .%.,@,a c 9. 
Once we have a set of inner ideals in A, we establish a correspondence 
between the inner ideals and objects in a geometry. To do this, we classify 
the inner ideals as belonging to equivalence classes determined by the 
*The material in this work was drawn from the author’s Ph.D. thesis which was done 
under the supervision of John Faulkner at the University of Virginia. 
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so-called reduced sets of (simple) roots of 6 and an appropriate group of 
automorphisms on .A. Each equivalence class then represents a distinct 
type of object (e.g.. a point or a line.) in the geometry. 
Incidence relations among the objects in the geometry arc realized as 
inclusion relations among the inner ideals which, in turn, are reflected in 
the so-called separation relations among the reduced sets of roots of 6. 
Incidences which are allowed among types of objects in the geometry can 
then be determined by the Dynkin diagram for 6 and some information 
about the highest weight of A’, in effect, by an R-diagram. 
In Section 1, we outline some of the background WC assume concerning 
affme Lie algebras and their representations. In Section 2, we define inner 
ideals, establish some of their properties, and classify them. In Section 3, we 
make the correspondence between inner ideals and geometries. 
We remark that all of the results here carry over to the case where (5 is 
split semisimplc finite dimensional and .A? is an infinite dimensional faithful 
irreducible highest weight representation of 6. 
The object underlying all of our concerns in what follows is an ~J’J%~ Lie 
algebra 6, the definition and properties of which arc delineated in 
numerous sources, among them [3]. We shall assume the results and (for 
the most part) the notation in [3]. 
We denote by ei, S, (i = 0, . . . . n) the Chevalley generators of 05, I7= 
ia 0, . ..f xx,} the simple roots of 6, Z7’= {z:, . . . . rk} the sijnple coroots. The 
Cartan subalgebra of 6 WC denote by 5. 
Let ( -, - ) be the pairing of 6 and its dual 4j*. There is a standurd 
invariwt form ( , ) on 6 which gives us a canonical isomorphism 
V: 5 + b*. Note that ( , ) is associative so that ([xy], z) = (x, [yz]) for all 
-y, 1’5 z in 8. We also use ( , ) to denote the form induced on &*. 
Let A c sj* denote the set of ruut.s of Q so that 61= @ ~e.~~., (0) (li,, 
Go=$, 8,= (x~8: [hx] = (x, h)x for all h in 5,). 
Recall that A is contained in the Z span of I7, the root lattice, which we 
denote Q. If /j = X7=” krzLi belongs to Q, dcfinc the height of p, ht p, to be 
CIZO k, and the support of p, supp I), to be { rj6 I7: k, # O}. There is an 
ordering on Q where x>/] if k,>O for all i when a- fi=C?=O k;r,. 
Positive roots we denote by A + , negative roots by A . Recall that every 
root is either positive or negative and that if !R+ = @ Z,0 CGX, and 
‘Jl.. = @%<() fii,, then %(!(8)=‘#(91 )@%(5)@@(%. ), where @l(6) is 
the universal enveloping algebra of 6. 
Let W denote the Weyl group and rr, the fundamental reflection on $* 
determined by a,. cz in A is a real root if and only if there exists M* in W such 
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that ~(a) belongs to I7. Roots which are not real arc imuginury. Let A” 
denote the real roots of (5, A’“, the imaginary roots, AT = A” n A + and 
A’,“=A’“nA,. Recall that if 6 belongs to A’“’ then co > dim (5, z 1, 
whereas if a belongs to A”, dim 6, = 1. 
If r belongs to A”, let r’= 2~‘(a)/(~, 2) so that r,(i.) = i - (;., 9’)~ for 
2. in $*. 
For each a in A” fix x, in Gi,, x z in 6-, so that (x,, x.. .)= 1. Then 
[x,x .] = 9’. If 6 belongs to Aim, fix xi;” in OA, xci\ in qPa, i, j= I, . . . . 
dim 6,, so that (XI;‘), x(i),) =S, and [xl;‘x’!L] =6,v ‘(8). By a standard 
basis of (6 we mean any basis of (5 containing root vectors xy’, xOZ, 
i= 1 , . . . . dim Q,, and a’ for a in AT as given above. If u = zi in I7, we take 
aL=rl, xX=ei, and x .=./;. 
Recall that all imaginary roots 6 are isotropic with respect to ( , ), that 
(6, a:) = 0 for all cli in Z7 and that supp 6 = i7. 
The Curtan involution is the automorphism o on 8 determined by 
o(e,) = -fi, o( j;) = -ei, for i = 0, . . . . n, o(h) = -h for all h in $3. 
We are concerned with irreducible faithful highest weight representations 
of 8. Let .A? be such a module with highest weight A. Recall that .A has 
a weight space decomposition .k = @ i G ,, .Mi, where .A%‘~ = {c E A: h . v = 
(%,h)u for all hg4j). WC also have that A=%(%).t:‘, ‘9I+.r+=O, 
and .A’,, = Cv’ for any highesf weight vector v ’ in A’. Let P(A) be the set 
of weights /1 in &* such that ,A!;. is nonzero. Note that since .A! is faithful, 
(A, 6) # 0 for all b in A’“. 
If x belongs to A , and x’!)~ is locally nilpotent on A&’ for i= 1, . . . . dim u, 
then we say that TX is an integrable root (cf. [ 11). If z in A: is integrable 
and rr: 6 + End(A) is the representation of 6 on .A, then we define 
rz = exp 7c(x,) exp rr( -x .) exp X(X,). Recall that rz(Ai) = A,,(,.) for all 1. 
in P(A) and that for all x,, . . . . x,, in 6, v in .A (cf. [S, Lemma 143) 
r-:(x, . ..x., .v)=r~d(x,)--.r~d(x,).r:(v). (1.1) 
If .M is any module over Q with a weight space decomposition, then we 
define the multiplicity of a weight E., mult /I, to be the dimension of the 
weight space Mj,. We note that if A%’ is a highest weight module, then 
mult A< cc for all weights /1. 
Throughout the sequel, 6 designates an afline Lie algebra, A, a faithful 
irreducible highest weight module over 8 with highest weight A, and P(n), 
the set of weights of JZ. 
The following lemma requires no preliminary development so we state it 
here. 
LEMMA 1.1. if p,, pz belong to P(A) and (p1,pz)=(p2,pz) then 
(P,9PZ)Z(PI~PI). 
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Proof: Suppose the result is false. Then (p, - pz, p2) = (p, -c)?, p,) = 0 
implying that (p, - p2, pr - pz) = 0. By [3, Prop. 5.1, p. SO], it follows that 
/J, - pz belongs to A’“. 
For any weight /j = A -Lx,, sl, in Z7, and any ~5 in dim, note that (p, 6) = 
(A, 6) thus, (/J,, p, - pz) = (A, p, - pz) = 0, which contradicts our assump- 
tion that .M is faithful. The result now follows. [ 
2. INNER IDEAIS 
We must impose the structure of a triple system on A before we can 
define an inner ideal. 
Recall [3, Section 9.4, p. 1061 that we have a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form, B, on .AY with the property that R(x. t’, M)) = -B(u, o(x). IV) 
for t’, w in ,AV, x in 6, and that, with respect o B, A’ decomposes into an 
orthogonal direct sum of weight spaces. 
If Q(1)= OdI,(0) 05: then the standard invariant form allows us to 
identify (5” ’ and 6 as vector spaces. Exploiting this identification and the 
fact that for u, w fixed in A’, B(x. v, w) = 0 for all but finitely many 
elements x in a standard basis for 6. we define L: .A! x A! + 8 via 
(x, L(c, w)) = E(x u, w) for t’, w in A’, .r in (5. Then for y in 6, 
(x, [yL(u,w)]) = ([xy], L(c,w)) = E(X~L’.U.W) - B(y.x.o,w) = 
B(x.L”u, w) + B(x.u,w(y).w) = (x, L(y.c, w)) + (x, L(c, m(y)‘w) = 
(x, L(y . C, w) + L(v, UI(JJ). w)) giving us 
[ yL( u, w)] = L(y . c, w) + L(u, m(y) . w). (2.1) 
Since (x, ~1) = (o(x), m(v)) for all x, I: in 8, we have (x, o(L(u, w)) = 
!$I($), L(0, w)) = B(o(x) . c, w) = -E( x . w, c) = -(x, L( ~1, t;)) thus, for t:, M’ 
o(L(u, w))= -L(w, c). (2.2) 
Together (2.1) and (2.2) imply that [f(u, t.) L(w, z)] = L(L(u, u) . w, z) - 
L(rv, L(v, U) i), i.e., that L(.k, .A) is a Lie subalgebra of (5. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let p und p belong to P(A), u to ,kp, w to .,Mp. Then if 
p-p does not belong to Au {0}, L(t:, w)=O; if‘p-p=rfbr some IY in A, 
mull z 
L(v, w) = c R(x”‘, . I& w) xy, 
i=l 
where xtijz, xy’ belong to a standard bask for 6. if p = p, then L(c, w) = 
B(fi, ,t’) A,,, where h, = v ‘(p) for an)’ p in $*. 
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ProoJ Let x belong to A, m = mult x For j = I, . . . . m we have 
(x(!;, L(c, w)) = qx(j’, .v, w) = B(x!i’, . v, w)(x(/),, xp, 
= f B(x”‘, . v, w)(x”’ 1, (” x ’ ) z . (2.3.1) 
i- I 
For any h belonging to $j WC also have 
(h, L(u, w)) = B(h . v, w) = (p, h) B(c, w). (2.3.2) 
If p - CY #p, (2.3.1) vanishes for all ,j= 1, . . . . m. If p #cc, (2.3.2) vanishes for 
all h belonging to 9. The result now follows by the nondegeneracy of 
c.5 .). I 
WC view ./I as a triple system via the action of L(.k?, A) on .M by 
defining ULW := L(u, v) . w for u, v, w in A!. An inner ideal is a subspacc .f 
of .&’ such that ut‘rt’ belongs to ./ for all U, w in .a, v in .k. 
If x belongs to 8, U, I;, w to 4, then we have x. (UVM;) = x. L(u, v) ‘1~ = 
[xL(u,v)]~w+L(u,v)~x~w = (by 2.1) L(x~u,c)~w+L(u,o(x)~v).~r;+ 
L( U, c) . x . w. This gives us 
x . (uvw) = (x. u) uU‘+ 24(0(x). c) w + uv(x. w) (2.4) 
and by (2.2) 
st(uvw) = (SIU) VW - u( ml) w + uv(.szw) (2.5) 
for s, t, u, C, w in .M. 
Let G be the group of automorphisms on 4 generated by the set of all 
CXP xx, where x, in 8, is locally nilpotent on .M. Our next lemma shows 
that elements in G permute inner ideals. 
LEMMA 2.6. If .f is an inner ideal in .A! and g belongs to G, then g -9 
is an inner ideal. 
Proof Let x be a root vector in 6. 
Suppose that U, U, w are weight vectors in A. Lemma 2.3 implies that if 
n is a fixed nonnegative integer, then all elements in .kz’ of the form 
(x’. u)(o(x)~‘c)(x’ . w) belong to the same weight space in .,4! when r, s, I 
are nonnegative integers such that r + s + t = n. Designate that weight space 
by -4 + t,z. If x is locally nilpotcnt on .k, there- is a positive integer N such 
that .kP + ,,= = 0 for all n 3 N. Thus even if o(x) is not locally nilpotcnt on 
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JG’, there is a positive integer hr such that u(w(x)“. C)\V = 0 for all n >, h'. In 
this case we abuse notation and write 
u(expo(x).G)w= 5 $ u((L)(x.)~.D)~c. 
n=O . 
Assume now that x is locally nilpotent on ..K. 
Suppose that U, 2;, 1~ are arbitrary vectors in .&. We may still, by 
trilinearity of the triple product, find a positive integer N such that for 
all integers n > N, Y . (UDM:) =x”. u = x”. w = (xr. u)(o(.x)~ .c)(.x’ . \Y) = 0, 
when r, s, r are nonnegative intcgcrs such that r + s + t = n. Then exp X. 
(uuw)=~:,“_., (x”/n!). (ucw). By (2.4) and induction on n we have 
~“~(~~:~)=~,,,~~,m,~,,(x”~u)(c~~(x)’~~:)(x’~~), where r+s+t=n and 
m r, ,,, is a multinomial coefficient. Note too that 
(exp x. u)(exp w(x). ~)(cxp ,Y. )v) 
= i (l/n!) x (2. u)(w(x)~ u)(x’ M.). 
n - 0 ,. .5, , : r + 5 A I = !I 
This gives us that 
exp x . (UUW) = (exp x . u)(exp U(X). u)(exp s w). (2.61) 
Now let u and w belong to some inner ideal .f and let P be an 
arbitrary element in .A. If x is a locally nilpotent root vector in 03, fix N 
in Z + as above so that (xr. u)(o(x)’ . u)(x’ . w) = 0 whenever , s, t are non- 
negative integers satisfying r + 3 + t 3 N. Let I;’ = C,“;. 0 (( - l)“/n!) o(x)” . L’ 
so that uc’w = u(exp - w(x) . u) IV belongs to 4. Then by (2.6.1) 
(exp x .,u) u(exp x . w) = (exp x .u)(exp (0(x) .exp -o)(x). u)(exp x. w) = 
exp x . (u(exp - o(x). u) w) = exp x . (UV’W) which belongs to exp x. .f. This 
proves that exp x . .f is an inner ideal and the result follows. 1 
Let C’ bc the subgroup of G generated by the set of all exp x,, where X, 
belongs to (fi, for tc in AT. We show that every inner ideal has a c’ 
translate which has a basis of weight vectors. First, we totally order P(n). 
Fix ki in Z for i = 0, . . . . n, where II = {q,, . . . . CC,~} and let 3 = Cy-, kiri. If 
r #O let j= max{i: ki#O}. We say a> 0 (respectively, r ~0) if k,>O 
(respectively, k, < 0). Taking i., ~1 in P(n ) we note that i - p = 1:;; 0 k,r,: 
where ki belongs to Z. If 1. # ,u, we say i > p (respectively, p > i) when 
i- -p > 0 (respectively, p - i > 0). Note that > is a total ordering on P(n \ 
with the property that 1. > p when i, - p belongs to n + . 
Let 9 be an inner ideal in &‘, u, an element of 9. If L; is not a weight 
vector we write u = up, + up2 + t(pz), where up,, t‘,, are nonzero weight 
vectors, p, < pZ, and t(pZ) is a generic symbol used to denote any sum of 
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elements from weight spaces with weights greater than y,. We then say that 
p, is an initial weight of .f and that up! is an initial weight uector of 9. We 
also say that cP, is initial in .f. We denote by n(t(yz)) the number of 
nonzcro weight vectors with distinct weights which occur in the sum t(p2). 
In the sequel, we always write 1; = II{,, + v,,, + l(p2) with the understanding 
that pr < p2 and that cP, and a,,* are nonzero. 
Supposc that .P is an inner ideal which does not have a basis of weight 
vectors. There must then be some vector initial in 9 which is not contained 
in .f. In fact, because the weights of Jlir are totally ordered, there must be 
a highest weight p such that v = up + t(p) belongs to 9 and tip does not. 
Let 9 be an arbitrary inner ideal and let y, be the highest weight such 
that v = t‘,,, + a, + t(L) belongs to 9 and cP, does not. Let pZ, in turn, be 
the highest weight such that t’= c,, + up2 + t(p2) belongs to .a and vPz does 
not. Now define E(Y) to be the subset of 9 composed of all vectors 
t: = up, + cp2 + t(p2) for t(p2) = uPi + ... + up,, px < ... <p,,, whcrc none of 
ti c PI’ P2 nor the nonzero t‘“, for i = 3, . . . . n, belongs to .f. Notice that E(.Y) 
is empty if and only if .P has a basis of weight vectors. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that v= up, + ljy, + t(pZ) belongs to E(4). !f 
I;’ = L’,,! + v1 + t(R) belongs to .% for some I. > p,, then i. < p2. Moreover, 
unless i. = p z, v), belongs to 9. 
Proof: Suppose t“ = upI + v;, + t(2) belongs to ..P and that /1> p,. If 
i. > p2 then 1; - t” = cP2 + t(p2) belongs to .f implying by the definition of /), 
that u,,, belongs to 9: a contradiction of the fact that t: belongs to E(,.f). 
Evidently, i must be less than or equal to p2. If A <pr, then v’ -t’= 
cj. + t(i), implying by the definition of p, that u, belongs to 9. 1 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose 4 is an inner ideal and that v = up, + up2 + t(p*) 
belongs to E(9). 
(a) If‘there is an initial weight cector of 9, u,, such that xmI. ui is 
nonzero for some x.-~ in Q --I, tl in Ar:, then x, . ~j~, belongs to 4 for all x, 
in 6,. 
(b) For al/ xd in Gb, 6 in A’:, x6 . v,,, is in 4. [j’ .f contains any 
nonzero weight cectors, then xg .9 c 9. 
(c) pZ -p, =a for some a in A’: and E(9) contains an element 
6’ = VP, + x, . tip, + t(pZ) for some nonzero x, in 6,. 
Proof Suppose that u = u;. + t(i) belongs to .f and that x I. u,. is 
nonzero for some a in A 7. Choose uj. 3 in A’ so that L(u, uj. _ .) = 
&+&,a xp, for root vectors x,, xB. Then uu, .u = L(u, uj. .). c’=x, . 
t’,,, + t(p, +a) and since p, +a>p,, (a) follows by the definition of p, . 
In [4] it is shown that if u, is a nonzero weight vector in A? and 
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x _ j is a nonzero element of 8 6, S in ,4’:, then x 6 . ui. is nonzero. 
For u;. fixed, we then have a linearly independent set {x?‘~. Us}?:‘,“. If 
u = U, + t(;,) belongs to .8, WC pick ~5.j’ 6 in A‘, j= 1, . . . . mult 6, so that 
Ll( XC’), .U,) l4y1 6) = 6,. Then L(u, u>,” J =x(;’ + Cp, 6 xI, and it follows 
that XI;‘. c’,, belongs to .P for i= 1, . . . . mult 6. If u;, belongs to ,%, then 
u .!i’ ,.-p=xy 
pioves (b). 
by: for all M: in .f so that ,Y:’ .9 is contained in .a. This 
In considering (c), note first that if rpZ = x, . D,,, for x, in 8,, a in A’:: 
then by part (b), rp2 belongs to S, contradicting the assumption that L: 
belongs to E(9). 
Referring to Lemma 1.1, choose i= 1 or 2 so that (p,, pi)# (pZ, p,). If 
i = I, choose up! in A’,,, so that B(c,, , up,) = 1. If i= 2 and x, . c,, # cp, for 
all x, in 05,, sl in A:, pick u,,~ so that L)(x, . t:(,,, up,) = 0, &I:,?, u,,) = 1. 
Then x = L(c, u,,) = /I,,, +x.,, 0 x, for some x, in 6,, a in A + , and x. L’ = 
(P,: PI) t’,,, +L,ox, . t’,,, + (pi, pz)cp2 + t(pz). If 1~~ + r > pz whenever 
x x. L‘p, is nonzero then some linear combination of u and x . c has c,,, initial, 
a contradiction of v belonging to E(9). There must be some x, .I;,,~ 
nonzero, then, such that p, + x < p2. By Lemma 2.7 though, x, . ti,,, belongs 
to .a whenever p, + r < p2 so there must be x, TV,, nonzero, where 
/]I +z=p2. This gives us x.u= (p,, pl) up, +x,.r,,! + (p,. II:) I’,,,+ I([),) so 
that some linear combination v’ of v and x . t’ is of the form L.’ = c’,,: +x, 
t’,,, + t(p2). Note that neither r,,, nor x, .rp, belongs to .f, the former 
because c is in E(.f), the latter because of the definition of 0: = /I, + 2. We 
have then that G.’ is in E(.Y) and since c( is real, (c) follows. 1 
Virtually the same arguments we used in parts (a) and (b) above apply 
to give us the following. 
LEMM.4 2.9. [f Uj, belongs to .f, and x, ’ uj, is nonzero for a// nonzero x, 
in 6,, a in A, then x 1 stabilizes 4 for all x _ 3 in 6 ?. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let 4 he an inner ideal and u;,, a weight vector in .M. 
Suppose that t: = v,,, + z;~? + t(pz) belongs to E(4), where pz - p, = r.fi,r CY in 
A’:‘. 
(a) If uj, is initial in .P, then x 3 . ui, = 0 for all x 1 in 8 --2. 
(b) Jf ui belongs to 4, then x, . u;. = 0 ,fiw all x, in 6,. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.8(c), there is C’ = c,: +x, . up1 + t(pJ belonging to 
E(J). If there is u;. initial in 4 such that x. 1 .u, is nonzero, then Lemma 
2.8(a) says that x, . t‘,,, belongs to .f, contradicting the definition of 
p2 = p, + x. Part (a) now follows. 
Suppose that uj. belongs to .f and that x, . Uj is nonzero. By Lemma 2.9, 
.r ~ stabilizes .f. We now consider two cases. 
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Cuse 1. In this case we assume that (pr , a’) = (p,, 3) = 0. Without loss 
of generality, we may also assume that II,, = x, up,. 
Suppose that t(p2) = up, + . . + upy, where pi belongs to P(n) for 
i= 1, . . . . N and pi<pi. ,. Since x..~~x~~vp,=~a~~vp,+x~~x l.vp,= 
T(P,, aD)t.p, = 0 (where r is some scalar), part (a) above gives us 
that x. Z.u=x-..vp,+ ... +x I.vPN. Since p-x>p,-sr=p, x X.v,,, 
belongs to 4 for i= 3, . . . . N. It follows then that x-, . up, must be zero or 
linearly independent of G,, for i = 3, . . . . N. As such, we may choose u,,, in .k 
so that B(c,,, up,) = 1, B(x z L: ,,,, u,,,) = 0 for i= 3, . . . . N. Then L(c, u,,,) = 
x-,+hp2+~~,,,x,, for some x-, in Q 1, x,, in 6,{, b#x. As x-, 
stabilizes 9, x=L(o, up,)-x-. dots as well and x-~=(y,,p~)t.~,+ 
c Bs-Ox,r~u,,,+(pZ, pz)x;l;,,+~(p,). By Lemma 2.7, xs.uP, belongs to .f 
when fl< a so we may assume that ,4 > a for all /? giving us x. v = 
(P, > Pd c,, + (P2, Pr) xx. up, + t(pd 
Since (~,,r)=(p,,p,-p,)=O, Lemmal.1 implies that (pI,pz)# 
(p2, pJ. Thus, since x . v - (p,, p2)v = (pz - pI, pz) x, . I;,,~ + t(p2), it 
follows that rp2 belongs to 9 which is absurd. 
We conclude that in case (p,, 2) =O, x, .u, is zero for all x, in GM, and 
all weight vectors Uj. in 9. 
Case 2. Suppose now that (p, , a) # 0. 
We assume that t’ = ti,, + v,,? + ... + L;,,~, where pr <pi+, for i= 1, . . . . N. 
Since x .Z.vP, is zero, x ..v=x Z.c,,+ ... sx-,.vPV. WC claim that 
x. ‘~upz=Tcp, for some nonzero scalar r. 
If X-.-Up, is zero or linearly independent of c,,, then we may choose up, 
in .M so that B(G,, , up,) = 1 and B(x ‘1 .v ,,*, u,,,) = 0. Letting x = L(v, up,) 
= A,>, + &>A?~ we have x. u = (p, , pI) v,,, + (p,, pZ) v,,, + t(pz) belonging 
to 4. Also in 9 is x-v-(p,,p,)v=(p,,a)v,,+t(p,). Since pz>p,, v,, 
belongs to 4, contradicting the definition of pz and proving our claim. 
Thus, x ..2 .v = TV,, + x _ 2 . up, + . . . + x 1 u,,, for some nonzero scalar T. 
By Lemma 2.7, JJ~ -a = pz if x 1. v,,, does not belong to 9. This gives 
us an element in .a of the form up, + vP2 + t’(pz), where n(t’(p,)) < n(t(pz)). 
By induction on n(t(p2)), it follows that v,,, + II,,,, thus, x I. (v,,, + v,,,) = 
TV,,, belongs to 4, which is also absurd. 
Thus if (pr, a) # 0, x, . U, must be zero for all x, in (5# and all weight 
vectors uj. in 9. This proves the lemma. 1 
Note that if lj = v,, + t(p) belongs to an inner ideal 4 and 9’ = exp x, . .P 
for some x, in Ck?,, r in A + , then exp x, v is also of the form aP + t(p). In 
particular, 4 and all U translates of .F have the same initial weight vectors. 
LEMMA 2.12. If 9 is un inner ideal in .LZ with an initial weight p, there 
is u U translate of‘ 9 which contains all oJ its initial weight vectors with 
weights greater than or equal to p. 
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Proof Suppose that .f does not have a basis of weight vectors so that 
some u = t’,,, + up2 + t(pz) belongs to E(Y), where I;,,: = X, ‘up, for x, in 8,. 
Let ,f’ = exp -x, .9. 
By Lemma 2.11(b), 9’ contains all weight vectors contained in .f. Also 
in 9 is exp -x, .E which is of the form c,,, + f(p2). It follows that if 
c,,, + tip, + t(p3) belongs to E(.f’), then p3 > pZ. By induction on ht(n - pz), 
we obtain a li translate of .P which contains t’,, as well as all of its initial 
weight vectors with weights greater than cj,. Since mult pI < CC, the result 
follows by induction on ht(p, -p). [ 
We refer to the procedure given in Lemma 2.12 as the tvlmskution 
ulgorithm: if .f is an inner ideal which does not have a basis of weight 
vectors and rp, +x, . cp, + t(p, + x) belongs to E(4) for some x, in (fi,, 
replace .B with exp -x, . 9. In this case we say that the root x has been 
used in the translation algorithm. 
In our next lemma we show that by applying the translation algorithm 
repeatedly to any given inner ideal, we eventually obtain an inner ideal 
which has a basis of weight vectors. The following definition facilitates the 
proof of that lemma. 
We say that positive real roots x and p are equicalent provided they 
differ by an imaginary root. Denote the equivalence class containing r by 
[r]. Note that there arc finitely many classes of positive real roots and that 
for each b belonging to [a], there are finitely many 7 in [z] such that 
i’ < p 
THEOREM 2.13. Ecery inner ideal has a U translate which has a basis oj 
weight vectors. 
Proof: Let 9 be an inner ideal. By applying the translation algorithm 
we may assume that 9 contains a weight vector u,. 
If E(X) is empty there is nothing to prove so we suppose that 
c= t’,,, + u,,+ t(pz) belongs to E(Y). By Lemma 2.8(c), we may assume 
that I;,, = x, . tip, for some x, in 8,, where x is in n y. Let 9’ be an inner 
ideal obtained by applying the translation algorithm to .f as many times 
as needed for up, to be contained in 4’. Suppose that t” = 1;j,, + v;., + I 
belongs to E(4’), where Viz = xp. t’;,, for xp in (fi,, /I in [a]. 
Lemma 2.1 l(b) implies that ,9 # c1 since I;~, is in 9’ and X, . I;“, = tip2 is 
nonzero. If /I > CX, then j? = a + 6 for some 6 in Aiy so that we may assume 
c;,, = x, + a . t;,, . Since o! is real [3, Prop. 3.6, p. 271 applies to give us that 
s z+6. c, = [x,x6] . v, for some xg in fijlj. 
Again invoking Lemma 2.11 (b), we see that any weight vector belonging 
to ,f also belongs to .f’. Thus uj, belongs to 9’ and Lemma 2.8(b) gives us 
that xg ..P’ is contained in 9’. Letting 9” =exp x, .9’, we see that ui also 
belongs to 9” so that x6. 9” is contained in 9”. Then exp x, (.Y~. c’) = 
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xg .v;., +x, .xb ‘vi., + ~(3.~) and x6. (exp x, .c’) =x6 ‘t;)., +x, .x, .t’,., + t(i,) 
both belong to 4” so that (x, . xg - xg . x,) . Us, + t(&) = xzcb . u;., + t(,&) 
belongs to .f”. Since 9’ and 4” have the same initial weight vectors, 
X z,d’ c).~ must be initial in Y’, contradicting the assumption that D’ belongs 
to E(9’). We conclude that either /I<u or ,9 and x belong to different 
equivalence classes. 
By our remarks preceding the theorem, it follows that E(9’) is empty for 
some U translate of 9, 4’. This implies the result. 1 
If .f is an inner ideal with a basis of weight vectors in M, let T(J)= 
(2 E A: x, .4 c .f for all x, in E,}. Our next step is to show that every 
inner ideal has a G translate 9 such that A+ is contained in T(Y). 
Let 6 designate the least positive imaginary root of 8 so that A’,” = 
{n6:n~Z+}.ForeachainA~, denote by k, the least positive integer such 
that c1 +nk,6 belongs to A: for all n in Z, (cf. [3, Prop. 6.3, p. 663). If 
r = x, is simple, let ki = k,. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let 4 be an inner ideal with a basis of weight vectors. 
(a) A’+” is contained in T(Y). 
(b) g c1 belongs to A” and does not belong to T(J), then - r belongs 
to T(4). 
(c) If r, /I belong to T(J) and r + /3 belongs to A, then a + j? belongs 
to T(Y). 
(d) For each r in A’” there is s, in Z + such that x + tk,6 is in T(.Y) 
for all t 2 s, in Z + . (If’ a = ai belongs to ll, let si = s,,.) 
Proof Since 4 contains a weight vector, (a) is immediate by Lemma 
2.8(b). Virtually the same argument we used to prove Lemma 2.8(a) serves 
to prove part (b). 
Suppose that a, /I belong to T(4) and that a +b belongs to A”. For 
some x, in (3i,, xB in Q,, [x,xB] = x,,~ is nonzero and x,+@. .f = 
(x, . xg - xp .x,) . ./ is contained in 9. Since Ei, ,. ,{ is one dimensional, 
(c) follows. 
Let t’,, be a weight vector in 4 and x, a real root. Choose s, in Z, large 
enough so that /I = x + (s, - 1) k,6 is greater than zero and xg. u, = 0 for 
all x, in 05,. Let */ = a + s,k,& Then /I - ‘/ = - k,6 and by [3, Prop. 3.6, 
p. 271, there are root vectors xp and x-~ such that [xax ,] is nonzero and 
belongs to 8,- 7. By [4], x-,~ up is nonzero whenever x-,~ and vy are 
nonzero; thus, [x/,x ?]. up =xB .x-, ‘up is nonzero, implying that x..?. t‘” 
is nonzero. Part (d) now follows by Lemma 2.8(a) and parts (a) and (c) 
above. 1 
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We consider translates of .f of the form r;(J), where xi is a simple 
integrable root. First, though, we have a technical result. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let /I he a reul root of@, ai a simple root, and s a positive 
integer. Unless fl belongs to the set {gi, --ri+ sS, xi + sS}, 0 < ri(j?) <sS if’ 
and only f 0 < /? < sS. 
Proof By [3, Lemma 3.7, p. 291, ri(,O) > 0 if and only if /I > 0 unless 
p = ri in which case ri(B) = --a,. 
Assume that O<b<s6. 
If ri(/?) > s6 then [3, Prop. 6.3, p. 661 implies that there is a positive real 
root y such that ri(B) = y + tS for some integer t 2s. We then have 
p = ri(y) + tS. Since /I <s6, r,(y) must be negative, thus, 7 = ri and 
/? = --ai + tS. Then (t - s)6 < xi and since nS > cxi for all n 2 1, we conclude 
that t--x=0, hence, that /I= -ai+&. 
Now assume that 0~ ri(p)<sS. 
If /I>.$ then b=;, + td, where 7 is a positive root and t 2s. Then 
ri(j?)= ri(y) + tS implying that ri(;t) is negative, thus, that ;! =zi and 
/3 = ai + tS. Since -ri + tS < SS < ri + tS, t must be equal to s and 
/3=ri+ss. 1 
LEMMA 2.16. If 9 is an inner ideal with a basis of weight vectors there 
is a G translate of 9, ,P’, with property that A+ is contained in T(9’). 
Proof Let A(4) be the set of positive roots less than 6 which do not 
belong to T(9). Let sg = (max s,k,: IY E A(Y)) and let NJ be the number 
of positive roots less than s,6 which do not belong to T(9). By 
Lemma 2.14 (c), A + is contained in T(.f) if and only if A(.#) = 0, if and 
only if A(Y) n J7= @, if and only if N,, = 0. We prove the lemma by 
induction on N,#, verifying first that if ri belongs to A(9)n l7 and 
.P’ = r!(9) then s,~, d sg. 
By (l.l), T(.Y’)=r,(T(Y)) and ri(T(.9’))= T(9). Thus if B belongs to 
A(.$‘), ri(fl) is not in T(9) and unless j3 = --ri+ S, r;(b) is in A(4). 
If ri(p) is in A(J) then for some t < s 9, ri(j3) + tS is in T(Y), thus, /I + tS 
is in T(.f’). If /I = --a,+ 6, then ri(j?) = a, + 6 and evidently, ri(/3) + s,S 
belongs to 7’(J), so b + s,6 belongs to T(.P’). Since si < s,~, there is, for all 
/I in A($‘), t < s,~ such that p + tS is in T(4’). It follows that s,~, G sq. 
Let S,(S) = { --xi, --ri+ kiS, zi+ sikjS} and note that since a, is in 
A(Y), Si(9) is contained in T(9) and ri(Si(.P)) in T(.Y’). By Lemma 2.15, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between positive roots /I <s,6 in 
T(J) but not in Si(S), and positive roots 8’ < s,6 in T(.Y’) but not in 
ri(Si(.Y)). On the other hand, r,(S,(.P)) contains ai and -ai+s,k,S, two 
more positive roots less than ~,~6 than in S,(9). We have thus shown that 
N,,. < N,,, and the result follows. u 
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If C is a subset of Z& let R(Z) = { iEP(n): supp(&/l)nZ=@}. Let 
*Y(C) = a3 I.E R(E) 4. 
LEMMA 2.17. 4(Z) is an inner ideal. 
Proof The argument used by Faulkner in [2: Lemma 3.21 applies 
here. 1 
We complete the classification of inner ideals in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.18. Every inner ideal in A is u G trunslute of .9(Z) for some 
C in IT 
ProojI The argument used by Faulkner in [2, Lemma 3.21 also applies 
here to show that if 4 is an inner ideal with a basis of weight vectors, there 
is g in G such that g-9=4(Z), where C= {cri~n: J;:.JcY}. This, 
along with Theorem 2.13, proves the result. 1 
3. GEOMETRY 
A geometry for our purposes is a set with a binary symmetric relation 
called incidence. The elements in the set are called n-planes where n belongs 
to z,. 
We establish the correspondence between a geometry and the set of inner 
ideals in .,# by means of the following notions due to Tits [S]. 
Let D be the Dynkin diagram for 6. We may identify any subset of I7, 
Z, with a subdiagram of D consisting of the vertices associated to the roots 
in z‘ and all edges between any pair of those roots. If Z’, C” are also 
subsets of I7 and if every connected subdiagram of D containing vertices in 
Z” and vertices in Z contains vertices in Z’, then we say that z“ separates 
Z and Z” and we write Z/Z/C”. If C’ is the smallest subset of Z’ such that 
Z,/Z’/Z”, then C’ is the reduction of z‘” mod .Z. If Z” is its own reduction 
mod .E then C” is reduced mod Z. 
Throughout our discussion we let Z= (CL,E n: (/i, I;) #O}. 
We show that every inner ideal in J? is a G translate of some 9(Z), 
where Z’ is reduced mod Z. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. L/Z’J.Y if and only if 4(Z) is contained in .%(Z”). 
Proof If p < A in P(A) is given by p = /i -C:=, kixi, where I7= 
Ix 0, .**, a,}, then supp(n - p) n Z # 0. On the other hand, a weight space 
./t,, is contained in ./(Z’) if and only if supp (,I -p) n Z’= 0. Thus if 
ZjZ’/.?Y and .,MP is contained in .Y(Z’), then supp(n - p) n E” = 0 so that 
Ml, is contained in $(,?Y’). It follows that 4(,X’) is contained in 9(X”). 
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Suppose that .$(Z’) is contained in J(Z”) and that z“ does not separate 
2‘ and Z”. Then there is a connected subdiagram of D, D’, which contains 
vertices in z‘ and in Z” but no vertices in 2“. Fix aj in D’ n 27’. 
For each X, in D’ n Z fix a connected subdiagram D, of D’ as follows: D, 
must contain both ri and r,; furthermore, if 0: is another connected 
subdiagram of D’ containing a, and rj then D,! contains at least as many 
vertices as D, and at least as many edges. Note that if ak is in D, n 2‘, then 
D, may be taken as a connected subdiagram of Di. We may thus choose 
Di so that Di properly contains no subdiagram Dk, i.e., so that Din ,?I = xi. 
As a connected subdiagram of D, D, represents a member of A + , x, 
where supp x = { rk E Di}. Since supp a n Z = xi, (A, 9’) # 0 and p = A - a 
is a weight of ,tf. Note also that while supp(n -p) n2“ = 0? 
supp(n -p) n C” # 0. It follows that J#,, belongs to Y(Z) but not to 
X(Z”), a contradiction. We conclude that if J(Y) is contained in .9(Y) 
then .Z/.E’iZ”. 
COROI.I.ARY. Etiery inner ideul in .R4 is u G translute qf some X(2’). 
where C’ is reduced mod X. 
Proof: Suppose that .f is an inner ideal which is a G translate of .9(X’), 
where Z” is not reduced. Let 2“ be the reduction of C’ mod Z. Then 
Z/Z’/Y’ and ,X$7’/,’ since .Z’ is contained in 2“‘. The result now follows 
immediately from the proposition. 
We associate to each reduced set of roots of 8, C’, a unique class of 
geometric objects, n’-planes. The set of all n’-planes in the inner ideal 
geometry is then realized as the orbit of ./(Z’) under the group G. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Y,, JI be inner ideuls in .I such that g, . J, = Y(Z), 
g, . J1 = .Y(Z”), where g, , g, belong to G and Z’, C” ure reduced mod Z. [f 
.gI is contained in .& then Z/Z/Z”. 
Prouj: Suppose that 9, is contained in 9,. By Theorem 2.13 there is an 
element g in G such that g . Yi has a basis of weight vectors. If g. .$ does 
not have a basis of weight vectors, there is an element of G, g’, such that 
g’ . g . X2 has a basis of weight vectors and such that g’ . tip = C, for all IT,, 
in g .X2 (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.11). We may assume, then, that both X1 
and .& have bases of weight vectors. 
Now consider g, .J, c g, . & = 4(Z”). By the proof of Theorem 2.18, 
I7 is contained in T(.Y(C”)). Suppose, however, that there is 2, in 
A( g, ..Y,) n 17. Then for some cP in s~z. #, , e, . I:,> # 0 implying that ,f; 
stabilizes both g, . ..P. and Y(L”). It follows that for any Z, in 
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A(g, .Y,)n I7, r, and -ri both belong to T(.Y(Z”)). We see then that 
ry(g, ..9,) is contained in J(Z”). Following the proofs of Lemma 2.16 and 
Theorem 2.18, we have that R, .,Y, =4(2“)~9(Z”). The result is now 
immediate by Proposition 3.1. 1 
Using the terminology of Tits [6], we define the R-diagram associated to 
A as the Dynkin diagram /I with the set 2‘ distinguished. Lemma 3.2 says, 
then, that allowed incidences among types of objects in the geometry of 
inner ideals are determined by the R-diagram associated to .M. The 
following summarizes our results. 
THEOREM 3.3. The inner ideals in .A? may be uietved as the objects in a 
geometry determined by the R-diagram fi?r .k and by the group G. Incidence 
is realized as containment of uector spaces and G acts as a group qf collinea- 
t ions. 
EXAMPLE. Let EJ = Ai” and .A =.,&‘(A), where A belonging to $* is 
given by (A, r;) = 6,. Then C= {x0} and the R-diagram associated to .A 
is 
The reduced sets of roots mod{a,} along with the inner ideals they deter- 
mine in this representation are as follows: 
There arc thus four distinct types of objects in this geometry. Considering 
the incidence relations among them, we call the G-translates of ,A,, points, 
the G-translates of .A,, 0 A,, 1. lines, the G-translates of A%‘,, @ .A’,, _ 1. 0 
Jtv ,, --cq)-~, type-l plants, and the G-translates of A,, 0 A,, lo az type-2 
planes. Note that each type of plane in this geometry is actually projective. 
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